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SECTIOhJ * A
(Ansr'ver all questions - Very short answer type * Each carries 1 rnarr.)

Newton's rings riiustrate the phenomenon of
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SICTION * B
{short answer type * Each carries 2 marks - Answer 7 questions oul

What is systern rnatrix ?

Define unit planes and nodaf planes.
on 'shat facrcrs cces the diameter.of srevrt*..,s ring depend ?How the interference fringes are formed ?
What is Fresnel half period zone ?
what is the ciifference between interference and diffraction ?What is Fraunhofer,Jiffraction pattern ?
State Brewster,s law.
How can you produce an elliptically potarised light ?
What is a grating ? Hou,r is a grating produced ?
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SECTION _ C
(Short essay/probiem type - Each carries 3 marks - Answer 4 questions out of 6.)

15' Determine the formula for the focal length of a thin lens using nnatrix method.

16' Between two glass plates of length 3 cm a piece of paper of thrckness 0.05 rnmis introduced at one end. Light of wavelength 500 nm is made to fall on theglass plates normally. Find the bandwidth oi t|,e intederence pattern formed

17' Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is obtaineci by a doubie slit. The width of slits is0 16 mm and they are 0.8 mm apart Find the missing order in the diffractionspectra.

1B' what is a zlne plate ? Explain how focusing of light is achieved by a zone plate.

19' A polariser anci analysei'are oriented so that the amount of light received fromthe analyzer is rnaximum. what fraction of this amount wiil be the intensity oftight transmittecj when the anaryzer is rotated throuqh
a) 30

b) 40 degrees.

20' Draw a neat sketch of Micherson interferometer. Exprain
are formed.

hcw orcular frrnges
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SECTION _ D
(Lang essay type - Each carries 5 marks - Answer 2 questions cut of 4.i

21' With a neat ciiagram explain the formation of Newton's rings in refiected iight.Hcw can you determine the wavelength of light ? -

22' Give the theory of a plane transmission grating. Deduce the relatron forresolving power cf a Erating.

23' Describe the Fresnel's diffraction frorn a straight edge and obtain anexpresston for positions of maxima and minima.

24' What is meant by doubre refraction ? Expiain how you can make a quarterand harf wave prate from a uniaxiar doubry refracting crystar. (2x5=10)


